











^j0l ' '",' ^T) This is the sixty-first issue of
Jp/^ ^j'-^4 NORTHERN JUNKET and it might he
a good time to restate our aims
J and intentions for the future.
)
\ At the very heginning v/e stated
/ } we would "pull nohody's chestnp.ts"
'—
\
/ out of the fire - and we haven't
'—'•"-—'' knowingly done so; we don't in-
tend to start now either.
We said then that we believed
the well-rounded s quaere and folk dancer v/as one who
had some knowledge of the background of the da.nces he
did; we still say tha.t and continue to keep our pages
for the "purpose of adding to that kind of a dancers
knowledge and enjoyment*
Ve Btill believe that folklore
both dance and general have a place in a dance magazine
and the same may be said of folk songs.
We were the
first square dance maga.zine to include recipes for hun-
gry • square dancing husbands and expect to keep on in-
cluding in most every issue.
¥e are asked if we will
take advertising? Yes we will, gladly. But not just be-
caxise it is advertising. If we don't like a product ite
won't take advertising for it. It^s as simple as that.
And let's not argue about it. Some magazines - not only
sq-uare - refuse to take advertising for liquor and to-
bacco. They have set that kind of a standard for them-
selves. We have standards also , different from those
stated to be sure, but still standards.
The little mag-
a.zine is doing alright, thank you, and have some nice
issues lined up for t he coming winter.
And so, a MERRY
CHRISTMAS & A HAPPY NEW YEAR to everyone.
Sincerely
Ralph
-<yr^^ fv//;/// //////^^ --:^'-y \v^-;'Vvrr:y:' \'. v.^
S--
- f ^ !




bjr ELYIRA AJELLO (IVIRS. E« ROBERTS.)
It is a well-knovrn fact that prominent leaders
and teachers in the dancing vrorld are showing keen in»
teres t in traditional Irish dancing. Realizing that
there is something fine in it, they have not hesitated
to take the trouble of seeing and learning for -them-
selves and, like all who come in contact with it, they
have "been conquered "by the grace, the l^ea^uty, and the
fascination of it all.
Believe me, there is a magic in the thing. Other
things in this v/orld fascinate for a time and then
pall, but I have never known a lover of Irish dancing
who has not iDeen a lover to the very end. There is in
It a rhythm and a "beat that gets into one's very "blood.
It is a thing that "Age cannot wither", neither can
"Custom stale its infinite variety",. Once a lover of
it, you will love it till you die.
Before dealing with the main purpose of this ar-
ticle, that is, the steps and rhythms of Irish dancing,
I would like to get the reader into the proper frame
of mind, I would earnestly "beg him, or her, to "believe
me when I declare that 'by far the greater numl>er of us
have all our lives Ijeen utterly misled over Irish dan-
cing. Most of us have no true notion of what it really
is. This deploral>le state of affairs is incontrovert-
iTole , "but 'ithere is, happily, a remedy if we would only
take It, It can "be remedied if those who wish to teach
Irish dancing make it their 'business to first thorough
ly understand it themselves, and then, stricyly and
conscientiously, teach nothing "but the real thing.
/.




In dealing v/ith Irish dances, one has first of
all to get a clear notion of their nature. They are
dances which Ireland has created entirely for herself.
The world knows nothing else quite like them. Through
generation after generation they have "been perfedted
and "brought to their present state of excellence.
Their distinguishing feature is that they are
purely step ds-nces, carried out "by means of a wonder-
fully complicated rhythmic music of the feet; so that
the jig, the reel, or the hornpipe, as they are going
on, are contin-oallj developing a fascinating and intri
cate xmttern of so-unds.
Amongst the Various types of Irish dances which
exist at the present time, the most popular are, the
jig, the reel, and the hornpipe. They all make fine
solo dances, and when properly danced tax the resour-
ces of the most sliilful exponent, A particular kind of
jig called a ''Hop Jig" or "Slip Jig" is also very pop-
ular, and is usus.lly danced hy tv/o persons. The tunes
for the "Slip Jig" are i^irltten in 9/8 time. The ordin-
ary jig is in 6/8 time, and if it is a "reg-ular" jig,
in two eqvj3,l parts of eight bars each: "but there are
cases where the jig is "irregular": it has eight hars
in the first part only, and six bars in the second
pa,rt. There "irregular" jigs have their special tunes.
By the v^ay, a ipeculiarity of Irish dances is that
many of them are quite unique, each on3 being perform-
ed only to its ov/n special tune, these tmies being
mostly of "irregular" construction: "The Blackbird",
"The Hocky Road To Ihiblin" , and "The Three Captains",
8.re examples of dances which fall within this class,
THE SOLO JIG
The important steps in a solo jig that a student
should master are:- "The sink and grind", "The rising
step", "Single and double shuffles", "Drumming and
double drumming", "Rocking" and "Kerry Tipping", They
occur constantly and give the jig its frolicksome, vi-
vacious character. There are, I belieire, throughout
the country, hundreds of steps for the Irish jig alone.
The majority of them have no names, or only local
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names, such as "O'Riordan's Step", "Hegarty's Step",
"O'Sullivan's Step", etc; named very likely after the
local champions; "but some of the properly named ones,
such as "The Lion's Claw", "Cover the Buckle'^, "The
Countryman", and scores of others, are known all over
the coimtry, and danced everyifhere , and are very popu-
lar. There are hosts of good jig times in existence:
"The Top Of Cork Road", "Tatter Jack Walsh", "Smash
the Windows", and "The Mug Of Brown Ale", are all
splendidly well marked rhythmic jig tunes, excellent
for teaching purposes , I have found Levey's Collec-
tion of Irish Music a very good hook, "but there are
other collections eqvally useful.
''-'Vim
THE REEL
The reel is a very important dance, "The Side
Step" or "Sevens" , and the "Two Short Threes" , are the
chief steps to h^ mastered in the reel, "because they
not only come into the solo reel, hut also in the many
round dances hased on reel rhythm. Unique steps pecu-
liar to the reel - "A Half Cross Caque" , and a "Full
Cross Caque"
»
Reel music is written in s/A- or ^/^ time, and
should only have one accent in the har, whereas in the
hornpipe written in the same 2/^ or '4/k time, there
are two accents* The reel therefore, is a very smooth
mes-sure. The hornpipe, "by-^reason of its tvro accents,
heing of a more jerky nature. Good tunes for the reel
are: "Miss McCloud" , "The Boyne Water", "Rakes of Mal-





The hornpipe is the most diffi- V ^-^^l-^-' :--^#%7
cult and intricate of all Irish _ j,.^^:>J::^y':j:if•>^^.
dances. In the old days this dance.^J-y---^':.- '::^v- "•->• -.
v/as exclusively a man's dance, "but ' ,' 4
it can "be danced hy women* It is a ;,:;V.-
very strenuo-us dance. V/hen danced ^^'.
as a solo dance, as all steps have '' :•' v \,
"'''
to "be danced by one person, it is a diffi- i / . \
cult and tiring dance for a lady to perform.; ;" ';
Generally it is danced "by couples, in friend'; ( /,--'
ly rivalry, each doing the steps and stand- \ j sx
ing aside alternately, and each trying to .)'.
outdo the other in intricacy. Done this \T;ay,
'
it is a most exhilerating dance, very fine and excit -
ing to see.
Steps in it which must "be mastered are "The Shuf-
fle", "Double Shuffle", "DrT:ffimiing" , "Double Drumming",
"Battering", "Double Battering", and "Up and Down
Tips". It is totally different from stage step dancing
and must not on any account he confused v/ith it. There
are plenty of good hornpipe tunes, such as: "The
Eights of Man", "The Liverpool Hornpipe", "High Level",
and "Dunphy*s Hornpipe"*
These solo dances hy no means exhaust the var-
ious kinds of dances there are in Ireland. There 8.re
4 and 8 hand Jigs, etcj 4, 6, 8, 12, and l6 haind reels,
round and contra ds.nces. All these require a good num-
ber of dancers, and can therefore only be performed
when the necessary number of good dancers are on the
spot.
In Ireland, many beautiful and interesting figure
dances, such as "The Girl I Left Behind Me", "The High
Caul Gap", and all the round and long (contra) dances
can be frequently performed because the dancers are a-
vailable
.
One more interesting thing I must mention, then I
have done. In the old days there were local dances con-
nected with occupations, such, as -,spinning,: v-saving,
ploughing, planting potatoes, etc. in which -the dan-
cers represented the'^actidh of the work* These seem to
have died out now, and one can only have the pleas irre
of seeing t|ieiii at a '"feis" , ad- exhihition dances.
Whether they C8.n ho revived, is ^ a moot question* I my-
self douht i£.XG shall- ever see'. them commonly danced
again in IrelahdiT' Yet, who- knows? What Cecil Sharpe
has done for England s'om6one .may yet, do for Ireland,
This I do know; 'that' not only in Ireland, hut al-
so in America ,-. where the love of Irish dancing is very
keen, the,re are' forces at vrork v/hich give us hope that
these primitive 4 mimetic Irish dances will not utterly
perish off the; face of the earthy ^ ..
A\USJG1AMS>AT A
MTR¥ DAMCS
. / _ . . hy DUDLSY LATJB-IA.H
THS'51,I3TE PIAYm^
-I am the flute player of all these hills,
And the lakes demand ray music- "by day.
Let the grouse dogs hark for their supper.
Work can wait,- there is music to play,
iJow it is night and the dogs are silent-,
. And I must play for dancing feet.
Notes escape from their silver chamher,
And fofm in order of a jig-time heat*
^ - Lips and fingers on a silver tuhe,
Relea.§ing music long in store,
•^ forming an emerald or tartan melody,
*rhat makes feet tap on the oaken floor*
8
I am the flute player of all these hills,
Tall and windhurned, iDronze and strong,
And all of life is in flute music,
Life is for music; life is for song.
THE FIDDLER
Bovi us a happy tune, old man,
Bow us a happy song.
Piddle away with yo\ir m.usical wrist,
And play us a Prench chanson*
Sound up ^-^OTir "A", old gentleman.
Play us a tune. that is plaid,
flourish your "bmi with a flowing sweep.
And remind us of dances we've had.
THE PRCH^iPTER
This man ms^kes you dance to his tongue.
Musical notes form in his throat.
Join words, and over the hall they float,
Directing the feet of the old and the young.
A lilting voice, pitched jiast right.
And with the fiddle, a perfect "blend
In a Yankee accent \-ie understand,
He sings our fmi on a Saturday night.
THE PUITO PLAYER
No tinkling melody do I produce,
But manly chords that easily h ounce loose,
And play tag with notes from a bull fiddle brother.
In ardent competition with each other.
In making love to a song from a violin string,
And she loves them "both as they deeply sing,
And together they "blend in musical romance.
And have fun with the brain cells that make feet dance
©idle dancer, come here. Lean your spine
Aga,inst ray piano. Let your blood leap in time
To my chords, their vibrations filling you all.






On visiting a nev/ city I us-ually try to find out
\ihBX there is availalDle in -the line of sqiE^re dancing.
The poblic transportation consulting compa.ny for which
I vjork sent me recently to Cleveland, Ohio, v/here I
met an interesting old-timer, H, Ben Goedicke.
Mr Goedicke is a Canadian gentleman who has the
rather odd idea ( odd in Cleveland at least) that
square dance music is to he danced to and that Honolu-
lu Bahy and similar concoctions are not to "be danced
to. Ben, as I gathered, learned to call early in his
youth while living in Ca,nada, and many of his calls
have "been handed down to him by other Canadian ca^llers,
I copied dovm, and had him explain to me, three
French-Canadian figures (Grand Moulinet, Dosse Balli-
net, and Tirior) and two contras, one of which vra-s the
stand-by contra of the Middle West - The Crooked S -
and The Martha Washington, of whose origin I know but
little. The Crooked S is quite similar to our Hull's
Victory, and I suspect it may be a variant of that par-
ticular dance.
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These figures are as Ben and I reconstructed from
his manuscripts :-
GRAND MOULINET
In this figure all the dancers move
.
Ladies to the center with a left hand star halfway - ^
"bars.
At the same time the gents move to their left halfway.
Gents join right hands with their partners and balance
twice - 2 bars
.
Ladies turn out and the gents turn in - 2 bars.
Gents go back t6 place with a right hand star while
the ladies ^^alk home - ^ bars
.
Join Hands, do a two hand turn to place - 4 bars.
TIE! OR
Sashay - 4 bars - between the opposite couple.
Turn seperately and promenade back to place.
At the same time the other couple promenade over and
sashay back.
DCSSS BALLIITET - l6 be,rs
Head four lead to the right - 4 bars
Dosse ballinet - k bars - pass through other couple -2
bars, gent face in, lady face out, two gents balance -
2 bars - turn right hand lady aroijind so that both are
facing in (face other couple) right and left to pl8.ce -
k- bars,
THE CROOKED S ^
Tune
Rakes of Mallow, Lady of the Lake, l^'/hite Cockade
Honor your partners. All join hands, forward and back.
Odd couples right hands across and turn your lady and
balance four in line
.
Break in the center and turn once around and balance
in line again.
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Lady turn the lady and gent turn the gent.
You meet in the center and swing.
Two ladies together for a double sachee - across and
"back, and the gents get around in a ring - gent follow
ar ound
.
Ending: All join hands, forvrard and hack.




All join ha.nds, forT/»/ard and hack.
Odd couples cross over and swing contra corners (8)
Right and left (8)
Ladies chain (8)
Chasse across (^)
Right and left ha.ck (k)
Forward again and circle four halfway round (^)
Eight and left to place (4)
Ending: Swing your partner and promenade
.
Should you visit Clevele.nd today your chances of
finding any of these contras or French-Canadian calls
heing danced is almost nil. The word "contra" to v;hat
is called a Cleveland square danco? of the "Real advan
ced type", is similar to telling one of our late dema-
gogue members of the Senate that so and so is a Commu-
nist.
I have been told that there is a lady caller out
in the country who c?.lls the Crooked S as she plays
the piano - a rarity, I heard ah out another man who
uses 8.n orchestra. The chief instruments evidently ar©
a drum and trumpet. Callers inform me that these dan-
ces and figures have gone out of style. What they want
is some real complicated figure like allemande the al-
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"by LOUISE WBTSTON
Dear Ralph:- fhere have "been 24 issues of the Jimket
since the index of dances and songs appeared in the
second issue of voltune 4, so it seems higii time that I
sent you another index of the dances and songs that
have "been included in the Junket since the first index
T/^tas printed, This second list covers the songs and dan-
ces in the 12 issues of volume 4 and the 12 issues of
voltone 5, In all, 24 square dances, 23 contras, 21
folk dances, 3 mixers, and 23 folk songs. An asterisk
* means the music v^as included with the da,nce.
Do you suppose people would be interested in sending
for a special little "booklet indexing all the dances
and songs in the first 5 volumes? I'd "be glad to com-
pile such a list if there's any demand for it, I know





Climhing Up de fiolden Stairs ..."
*Cock Of the North "
Darling Nellie GrayOLinnell) "
Doodar (Vermont) ..,......''
4 Ho.. 9 P 22
5
il 3 P37




If 10 p 34
5
II 11 p 26
4 It 3 P35
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Doodar (Older Yt version) Vol 4
Duck To the Center ......" 5
Follow the Leader •* 4
Flower Girl Waltz qmdrille . . " 4
*Heads and Sides . " 4
(Music: "The Barren Rocks of Aden"
)
It»s A Long Way To Tipperary " 5
Jingle Bells . " 4
*Lady Round the Lady 5i Half
Sight & Left Six "5
fancy's Fancy ........" 5
Mne Pin . * " 4
*01d Time Square From Connecticut 5
(Music: "Nights of Gladness")
Plain Q,uadrille From Connecticut 5
The Skimraelton " 4
Some"body Goofed " 5
Waltz Cliasse( Canadian .....'* 4
*Wheii the ¥ork»s All Done " 5
IxTiirligig and Cheat . , . . " 4
COKTRAS
I J,.-;
*A11 the Way To Gal^-ray
'~^^>'^'
Vol 4
Atlantic Hornpipe - and easy
version of same Old Colony
Hornpipe . . . " 5
*Sold Highlander 3s
Bold High\'jayman " 5
*Brickla3-er»s Hornpipe .... . ", ^
Constitution Hornpipe .... "5
Divorcee's Jig ........ " 5
(Music: The Priest In His Boots)
Galway Reel . .," 4
Glover's Reel " 4
(Music: Canadian Breakdovm)
Good For the Tongue ......" 4
Jefferson 8i Liherty ......" 4
The Judge's Jig " 5
(Music: Bunldiouse Reel)
Land Of Sweet Erin " 5
Maple Leaf Jig " ^^
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""*The Martha Washington Vol. 5 Mo. 1 p 23-29








*The Tipsy Parson , . . . . .
*Trip To Ilahant ..,.-..
(Music: Dominion Reel)
*Wild Goose Chj3,se " 5 " 9 p 39«40
MIX^S - All in volume 5 nijmber 11 . V.- , "'^.^x^^^ ' /-.
Hot Time In the Old Tov/n Tonight lit'^-- " \'
Jolly Is the Miller f^/ j'^. a. I
Polly Wolly ¥i£:gler V ^-- v^c
-'
POLK IiAIJCJ]S Yol. Ho. page
Spanish Ikmily Circle . "
*DoudlelDSka Polka "
*mde Ratas "
*Geud Bian of Ballingigh "
II II 51 tl II
(v'ith fuller notes)
*La Jfeira da Strada "
Lancashire Barn Dance ...» "
*Mayim, Mayim "
*Nel3esko Eolo, ,.,..... "
*Neu Bayrischer .'..-..,. "
ITorv^egian Polka "
*Oslo ¥altz . i . . i . . . . "
^Progressive Circass-ian Circle "
*Puttjenter ..... .^. . "
*Road To the Isles "
5
ti Q P 44-45
II
7 P 41-42
k II 1 P 22-24




^ II 12 P 27-26
4 II 7 P 26
4 It 2 p 30-34
4 11 9 P 28-31
5
II 5 P 26-28
h It 5 •D 26-27
5
fi 8 P 29-31
5
II 1 P 31-32
4 II 3 P 32-34
k II 4 P 23-26
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POLK DA.1TC.TS - continued
Sextur Vol. ^ No. 8 p 30-33
*Tantoli «........*"
*Texas Schottische for Three "
Vienna Tr^o Step "
*¥avos of Tory "
(Music: Blanchard's Hornpipe)
FOLK SONGS - Music given for all
Amsterdam Vol,
Carol of the Mistletoe Singers
Chevaliers de la feble Ronde "
Come By Here (Tfum 3a Yah) "
ilaraed Waterloo . C^^iley) • '*
JV^-revrell & Adieu "
(Spanish ladies)
The Glen of Aherlow .... "
(Patrick Sheehan)
Glancoe (Riley) ..... .^ "
Highland Laddie "
I«se the P'y ..."
Jefferson & Liherty .... "
Johnny Riley (Mxirards version)
Johnny Schmoker ...... "
Lather 03 Shave ...... "
The Maid of Island Moore "
The Rainljovj (Riley) . . . • "
The Squid-Jiggin' Ground "
The Stormy t^inds Do Blow . . "
Three Jolly Rogues of Lynn "
'Tomah Stream ........ "
Were You There? "
¥ild Colonial Boy »'




k 11 6 p 22-24
4 If 10 P 37-38








i| llo . 1"
'
p 26-28
i^ H 5 P 32-35
5
It 1 D 33-34
5
tf 8 P 32
i^ It 9 P 25-27
5 It 3 p 42-43
5 tf 6 P 25-27
^'
• n 10 P 31-36
5
ft 10 P 35-36
5
n 7 p 43-44
^ n 6 P 27
i). n 7 P 27-31
4 If 12 P 25-26
k n 3 P 37-39
h ft 2 p 26-28
4 ft 8 p 33-40
5
ft 9 p 42-43
4 « 4 P 27-28
5




4 ft 5 P 31-32
5





TED SAMELIA, 135 Parsons St. Brighton, Mass., has a
full line of FOLK DANCER LABUL R}]C0RDINGS . The BlST














"by Dr HUGH THUEISTOII 1 /
—,; . . »__,__
1
Part 11
It is time to get "back to the dances. You will
have noticed that except for the tiiyo earliest Griffith
books all the books v^e've looked at so far have appear-
ed between 1?98 and 1803. Dance hooks seem to have ap-
peared thick and fast just then. But nov; comes' a g9>p.
The next book on my list is dated 180?. And it is of a
rather different tj^oe from the other books, ^or one
thing it is more than tvjice the sise of the biggest of
them - it contains 193 country dances. It is a book by
Saltator, ^/hich I mentioned in my previous article.
And the next book, A^_Selection Of the Newest and
Most [B^vorite Country Pawnees, Waltzes, Reels and Cotil -
lions As Performed at Court and All Grand Assemblies,
Comprising TJpv.rp.rds of 350 Ij'igures . Otsego (l.Y.) 1808,
is even bigger. It contains 306 country dances (and
five cotillions. This makes 311 » not 350 -, so the wri
ter must have miscounted. He must also have copied the
bit about "performed at court" from an English book.)
¥e have seen that some books were put together
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from varioiis sources. E.G. ^ had its first twenty-four
dances from Thompson, the rest being American; one ed-
ition of A had its last six dances from ^; and so on.
Saltat or 's book is also a composite affair. This be-
comes quite clear when we look at the dance descrip-
tions themselves. In the fifst 13^ dances hands across
is called "mullinett" and the term "hands across" is
not used; whereas in the remaining dances "mullinett"
disappears and "hands across" is used. There are simi-
lar distinctions between "cast" and "brise" (which i8
the more iisiial spelling of the "bresa vre came across
in H); "dance address" and "set"; "circinate" and
"hands round"; and so on. In fact, it becomes clear
VoB^t the book divides into four parts, which I call I,
J, K, and L, They consist of dances nos, 1-48, ^9-73
«
76-135, and 136-193, It is not quite clear where the
Ijreak between J and K comes exactly, so let UB leave
dances 7^ and 75 ou-t of the reckoning for the mdmentt
Hero ar(5 the main differences between the pa.rts:- 'Mn-
cy dances , L contains three of them; no other part con
tains any. They are not country dances in the ordinary
sense. E.G. ^'Fancy dance no» 1* is:
Balance, all in the dance, and change places
with ;, our jBrtner, balance and back again
join hands and swing tv/enty steps to the left
and back again.
Cast off. The word "brise" is used only in K,
Lead out sides . Occtirs only in L,
Balance. "Set" occurs in I, J, and t, but not in K.
"Dance address" itself occurs in K but not in I, J,
nor L, (The word "balance", itself occxtrs in all four
parts), ^-^
/*,^i / ljl\ ^ -
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Allemande* Rare in I and K m. it occurs only once in
each, and each time this Is in *Tbe S.oldler»g*J^7' , It
does not occnr in -J* It Is -comm^m in L,
Pousette , It occTirs as "lapousette" in I, as ^pousette
round" in J, not at all in K, and simply as "pousette"
in L,
Reels « "OliTettes* occur only in K; ''haze** occurs in I,
J, and L, hut not in K*
Hands across, *'J4ulllnette'' occurs in I and E only;
"hands across* in J and % only*
Ri^t and left . xlie phrase "right and left at top**
does not occur at all in I and J, though it occurs for-
ty-one times altogether in K and L«
Promena.de , Does ' not occur in I or J; is cdanjon in K;
and is rare in X.
Circinate . ThXe 'word is used oiily in K#
Corners . J contains no "comers*^ at all^ I contains
only "turn opposite corners"; and this phrase does not
appear in any of the other parts. There are ei^^ht oth.-'
er phrases involving "corners", each occuring once or
twice in K and X,' Hone of these occuring twice occurs
once in each part, hut alvjs.ys tvrice in the same pB.rt.
^ShMB in the hook as a whole, no phrase involving "cor-
ners" occurs in more than one part. In L the v/ord "cor
ners" is used >'ithout an adjective; in I and K it is
always "opposite corners" or "contrary corners".
The division into four parts also clears up the
question of repeats. Some dozen titles appea^r twice in
+'!•-.':. "hnoV. r-^.r^ -T.-n ( I Ty,T^n -p ^ t c; TTorn'oiTDe" and "Moll In
19
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::^v__v
the Wad') three times. But no title appears twice in
the same part.
The two odd dances (nos. 7^ & 75) iDetween J and K
seem to "be ref-ugees from L: 7^ contains "corners" with
out an adjective, which we saw was an L phrase; and 75
ends with plain "allemande", which again is typical of
L, Perhaps the compiler's wife dusted his desk at the
time when he had just finished J.
\TtiOTi v/e compare Saltator with Otsego we get very
striking confirmation of the four-fold division. As v;e
go through Saltator, we find that up to dance no, ^-3,
fewer than half a dozen dances occur a,lso in Otsego,
and those that do are slightly different in the tv;o
hooks, Hovrever, from no. 49 onwards every dance occurs
in Otsego, with no differences, and in almost exactly
the same wording, and this holds true right up to no,
73, i.e. precisely throu^ J, Similarly, K has few
dances in common v/ith Otsego; and all L are in Otsego
i/fith almost identica.l wording (just two exceptions out
of fifty-eight). The main difference in wording is
that Otsego has "chercee" where Saltator has "chasse",
8.nd "hays" where Saltator has "haze". There is one dif-
ference in a title: 'Molly Wad' ag8.inst 'Moll 0' the
Wad'; and one difference in description: in 'J'lowers
of Glasgow' Saltator has "four hands round" at the
start, vrhereas Otsego has "figure four".
L seems more English in flavor than the other
three parts. It contains none of the well-knovm Ameri-
can names like 'Fisher's Hornpipe', 'Chorus Jig', 'Fly'
and so on, which occur in the others. In fact only
three titles have an American appearance at all - 'Hew
Jersey', 'Baltimore', and 'Jefferson and Liherty' -
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whereas there are plenty of titles with a British ap-
pearance: the Te.ry i'irst three are 'The Bantry-bay Boy'
'Lord St. Vincen-t's Glory'' and 'J-ockey *® ^^i^ JTair',
for instance. There are lots of 'i-iiss So-and-so's Reel'
and 'Miss So-and-so's Strathspey', which (in spite of
Lady ^alpole and Lady Bogart and a few others) is much
more of a Briti-sh than an American type of name. And
one dance, *^/'hat A Beau Your Granny Was', is taken
pretty exactly from Longman and Broderip's third selec-
tion of "The Most Jfe,Torite Country Ite,nces...as perform-
ed at the Prince of Wales', Bath, and other grand
balls 8.nd assemblies'* (London, 1792).
In ths preface Salta.tor ^ives a list of defini-
tions, v/hich includes those in H, plus chasse , couosi ,
(I think he means "cha.sse croise"), balance , ( " ten
steps as shoTvJn by the instructor"!), ha^e, (Reel),
STA^ng (- hands round), tytrn ,_opj30site corners, and a
second mep^ning for V^SE^^^P^^ (lead with one or both
hands )
,
Otsego is not so e-asy to analyse. It looks as
though the compiler put in dances from all the sources
he coule lay his hands on. But, oddly enough, he does
not seem to I'le.ve included any of our earlier sources,
complete . Statistics are:
2: 23 out of ^0 D: 1^4- out of 2k
5: iiO " " 55 E: 29
" " 49
A: 18 " " 32 ¥: 25 " " 36
Sal tat or: 82 out of 193
Dances in Otsego are arranged alphabetically, so
there is no chance of splitting it into parts like Sal
tat or. ^
Even vjhen the eighty-three dances shared with Sal
tat or are discounted, Otsego remains an enormous vol
•ujne. It is this remainder v/bich I have denoted by-M,
Thus the books consists of J-fL+M intermingled into al-
phabetical order - and M itself, of course, is probably
composite. Although the size of the book is impressive
it is possible to exaggerate it. I think Professor Da-
:^•^.' ^ n/v-
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mon did so when he wrote (alDOut
Griffith's dances): "So many of
them are scattered throiigh Otsego
that it would he more to the point
to list the ones left out than all
those put in" . In fact, just over
half of A (eighteen dances out of ^^^^ ^^^^ .^T\//iy--ip
thirty-two) is in Otsego, and only&^-&\f^X-^;'\ i^\tM::X^
a quarter (nineteen dances out :^1HT(.YM ' )C^ ''""Z^.-^^\
of seventy-eight) of B. --^M^'^^^^-'^r.^--—^^-^.^
Otsego seems to have been a "last fling" in first
period publishing. Hot many books seem to have appear-
ed after it - I have seen only four small ones, and
none of them after 1820 - until secK)nd period publish-
ing started after 1350.
The four I liave seen are:
(it) a Collection Of the Most Celebrated Coujitry
Dg.nces and Cotillions, by Willard Blanchard, Windsor,
Vt. 1809, with a delightful flowery introduction, thir-
ty rather individus.l country dances ( of vrhich only our
old friends 'Fisher's Hornpipe' and 'Money Musk' , the
latter rather vaguely described, occur elsev/here), and
a good helping of cotillions,
(0) A Guide To Politeness, Or A System of Direc-
tions gor the Aquirements of Ease, Propriety, and Ele-
gance of Manners. .. .Together With A Variety of Approv-
ed Sets of Cotillions and Contra Dances , Prancis D.
Mchols, Boston, 1810, which starts off with seven of
ITichol's own dances, then nineteen others, of which
four occur elsewhere, one of them being 'Money Musk'.
(P) A Collection of Cotillions and Contra Dances
Selected by Mr Schaffer of Boston , 181?, Sis country
dances, the first five to Scottish tunes, and none oc-
curring elsewhere. The last has the weird title of
'Mrs Williams' Sword Hornpipe'. It is the same as
'Spanking Jack', described in Northern Junket, vol. 5
no, 10,
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(Q,) The American Lady's Pocket Book ¥ot 1820 con-
tains a section headed "llew Country Dances and Walt-
zes for 1820", Of twenty-eight titles, not one occiixs
in any of the other books. Three titles however, are
of the hest-known tunes for -English q.iip,drilles of that
date: 'Pantaloon'', 'L'lte' and 'LaPoiile',
So much for the hooks, What of the dances? IJo
douht there are a lot of interesting details which can
he found when one has the time (and the spe.ce) to deal
with the dances indiTiduo.lly. But it is difficult to
make any worthwhile generalities heyond the one in my
first article that no individual dance is very differ-
ent from 8- t^-'ipical English da.nce of the same period:
though many of the hooks, if taken as a ^4io1q» differ
in the higher proportion of American titles, and the
higher proportion of dances ending "down the- middle
and up, cast off, and right and left."
To the list in the previous article of seven dan-
ces which survived from the first period into the sec-
ond there is just one addition: "The Opera Reel".
There are two imusual points ah out this dance as we
know it: the use of the elbow reel, and the figure
which seems to be trying to he "turn contrary corners".
Here is the Otsego description:-
Dox.Ti outside, up
lead dov/n the middle, up, cast off,
swing corners with the third couple,
then with the second,
chercee on the gentleman's side, hack.
You'll notice that the non-contrary corners are there,
but not the elbov/s. This dance seems to have been miss-
ed by all the big second period books - Howe, Schell,
etc. The earliest reference apart from Otsego I've





'Fisher's Hornpipe' is far and away the commonest
of the eight da.nces; it occurs ten times in the twenty
documents.
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^Hiimours of the Priest-House* now goes back to
1801 (G).
'Money Musk' now goes back to 1803 (H) "but this
version is only approximately the familiar one. It
soes:-
Swing six half round and back (i.e. hands round
and back,
)
first couple chasse across at top and
chasse down two couple
the gentleman falls between the second couple
and his partner between the third
balance six contra ivay
the gentleman falls between the second couple
his partner the same
right hand and left
It is really only the second half which is like
the 'Money Musk' we knov;. The first unexceptionable
description of the American 'Money Musk' is in Otsego.
Otsego 8.1s o conta.ins a dance called 'New Money Musk'
.
TSe word "nev;" is not well chosen: the description is
a practically-word-for-word copy of the original Eng-
lish description (Werner, 1785)1 More than ever do I
feel that some day some one is going to have to write
a monograph on this dance.
The End
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b-^' -^ f^^^m-i-i^^ ^
tcikun(>L ma hi nc iu ku f^X/l mat6.
taykoo-nay mahenee tookoore mata
4
.rw-1 n
Wwd ku/iL ku^d riuXii o'li^ick^nri r-
Hooree hooree hooree hooree awrnahana-e
kite ')<kpo. ilt^. fiapn fat^u e
keetee 1*41^ keetee rapa tay tataoo - e
J -J.
.f=^^ f--f
0 - g- 4
k^'ia ^iCiAja k&ie 'lau/^
koray ra^m koray rawa eearo maa e
-/-^-
formation ; In pairs,
kaeeling, facing partner.
Two sticks each placed <Hi
either side of knees.
kaikoa'ia a kl nt Leader ; "Timtajit Ready
i
kyee kooay ra e heenee *"Tahil Rtial Torul ifetl
1 2 ^ ^
* Pronotince*: Tahee - Roou - Tor oo - 5^
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Chorus: (Music: E-au-e) Tap sticks at sides; Turing
sticks together at chest level; ttirn sticks outward
T»'ith a rhythmic movement of the wrist, iMOOgO : The Chorus
is repeated once thorough "between e£^ch figure and at the
end of the last figure.
1st rigure: (I^usic: Maloi-e) Tap the floor at sides;
hring sticks together at chest level; ch8.nge right
h.and sticks \r±th partner. Repeat changing left hand
sticks v/ith partner.
2nd Pigure: (l^usic: S-prwpa) Tap the floor at side;
"bring sticks together at chest level; change right
hand, left hand, right hand, and left ?aand sticks in
succession xrith i^artner. Repeat changing left hand
sticks first,
3rd Figure: (Music: Maku-e) Tap "both sticks at right
side; spin mm sticks in the air and natch them; chs.nge
right hand stick with partner. Repeat tapping sticks at
left hand side and changing left hand sticks with part-
ner,
4th Figure : (Music: S-pa-pa) Tap hoth sticks at right
hand side; spin own sticks in the air and catch them; ,
change right iiand, left liand, right hand, and left hand
sticks in succession with parther.- Repeat tapping sticks
at left.Mnd side and exchanging left hand sticks first,
*5th Figijire: (Music: Maku-e) Tap sticks at sides; hring
sticks together at chest level; exchange both sticks at
once with partner. One person passes the sticks through
the middle, the other on the outside, all the timeL,
6th Figure: (Music: E-pa-pa) Tap sticks at sides, change
own sticks both at once; tap sticks at, sides again;
change right hand stick with partner. Repeat, but change























































































Stick Games - continued:
-
7th Fi^are: (Music: Hiiri-huri) Tap sticks at sides;
tap ovm sticks; tap pa.rtner's right stick twice. Re-
peat tapping p8.rtner's left stick twice. Repeat "both
left and right three times. Tap sticks at sides, tap
ov/n sticks, tap partner's right stick twice; tap sides
tap own sticks; tap sides,
- Courtesy of -
Miss Audrey Fitzgerald
Wellington, New Zealand
j{£ sji jji^ {{s J< jjs :{£ s{£ s{c s{< s{t >;j sj: j{e >;< sj: >|s :^ :{{^ :{! ^^ * s}! j;< ^ ?!< s}: s|< :Jj jls 5!< si; j|c »i;<{i ^< ){.' y^ ^ i^ >!;:!«>;<^ ^
t mrmi YOU'RS IH N.Y.C. *





t Old & ITew Books On Follsr.usic, *
S Foll-idance, Folklore, Jazz, ^
t liP Records, Broadsides f^
I Our Bulletin Board Lists All Folk Activities in KYG. *
t Write S'or My Hqm 'Free 32 Page Catalogue *
$ _ ISRAEL G. YQimGr *
110 MacBo-igall St. *
I llevf York 12, ¥.Y.
% s}: sfs >(i^ :•::* :J< sje y/: :{c^ sjj sj! jjj j{s ^« :{£ >f: jjc 5j!^^ jis :{e sis y^ sje^^^ lis Hf****** >r *!«* ^r * si«* *1^****
Em can you expect to get ahea,d in the v/orld if you
don't use the one you've got.
Some folks gror*; with responsibility, others just swell,
A man wrapped up in himself makes a very small p8>cfeage.
Live so that you would not "be ashamed to sell the fam-
ily pp.rrot to the toi«7n gossip.
Good or had - your hahits represent you.
If you wish to he happy we'll tell you the v/ayj don't
live tomorrow until you've lived today.
It's a v/ise man who knov/s that he isn't.
Rememher, ships don't come in - they are "brought in.
Seeing outselves as others see us wou3.dn't do much
good - we wouldn't helieve it.
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1 DjIjEj
ALL AMERICAN HASH •
As called "by "IHike" Miller
Music I Any reel or "breakdown you wish
Introduction, "breaks an^ ending - ad li"b
Head couples out to the right
And circle just half way round
Duck through - pass through - right and left through,
Duck throu^ - pass through - right and left through
Duck through - two ladies chain in center of the floor
Turn and chain the oiitsidd four
Chain "back, chain in the center
Put your own on the right
And circle four in the center of the floor
Four hands roijud and round you go '
Break it up with a do pas o
Partner left, opposite right
Partners left and sides cut in
^
With a right Imnd around
Partner left and catch your comer
Prc^enade her and don*t step on *er.
Once more for heads - then twice for the sides
MUCES ¥R<M WOODIAffi)
Greatly enlarged and revised edition. Contains calls
for ^3 dances and 63 tunfes, mostly in forms not gen-
erally known. $1.00 postpaid from
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' .;•"! Th9 Dance
Down the center foiir in line
Break in the middle, tiirn as
a couple, up the center four
in line
Pour hands aroimd on each side; the other way hack
Same two ladies chain
Same tvjo couples half promenade - half right and left
The easiest v/ay to get into formation is to form your
squares, then have couple three promenade hs-lf x^ay
rounff and stand "beside couple one. All this of course






GX]STAP»S SKQA.L - Sx^edish
iij^
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Format ionr Sqimre of fotir couples, nnmTjered as in Amer-
ican sqioares. Lady on gentleman's right. One or more
"spare" couples outside the square, ready to "cut in*^.
Music A. Meas. 1-^. Beginning with right foot the head
two couples walk forward three steps toward each other.
Bow to opposite on ^th count; then walk hackiuard into
place. Side two couples now do the same. This figure is
done v/ith a slightly exaggerated dignity - D(M»T BURIES
QUE ITU Everyone sings:
A toast we pledge to Gustaf
Who is hrave and true.
A toast v;e pledge
To Gustaf hrave and true.
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MMS. 1-8 repeated. Repeat entire pattern once more,
B"; Music 1-8, Side co-*iples ma^ke an arch by raising in-
side hands. The head two couples advance with skipping
steps, release partner's hands, take opposites hands &
making a q-uaJ5ter tiirn axvay from pa.rtner they separate,
man to the left, woman to the right, and together they
pass -under the arch. Immediately after passing through
the arch they seps-rate to the right and left again, re
tiirning to original partners. Clap oxirn hands on first
hea.t of measure 5» Still using skipping steps the two
head couples join "both hands with partner, lea.n away
from each other ©.nd turn vigorously in place. Repeat
this same figure for the side two couples.
The "extras'^ try to get into the dance just he fore the
two hs.nd svjing hy trying to steal a pa,rtner hy cutting
in and doing the two li&.nd swing "before original part-
ner gets homOo The successful ones remain in the dance
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Yet another spring has past|AutT3ma cones to earth once
With its "blossomed way. more,
Season of the J'oy of life,
J'air the vjedding fej.
Clothed in richest red;
in all the years gone by.
Still the ancient castle stan|sj Geese fly overhead.
Change the seasons, fly the
"birds.
Still the moon looks down
On the ancient castle there
Silent as the dead.
Silent as thje ni(
Like a lonelj afiemory
Blalls the mocm''^ 9j.ia ray.
This song v/as T/jritten hy Mr
Rentaro Taki and i^^as first
printed in Tdkyo, I9OI,. Sm
that we Just couldn't re-
^- _-- „ . , , sist printing it for you.
perhaps you ^h'ould not thinQ The words given here are
of it as a true folk song.
But it is such a lovely air
"by a very talented yo^jng
Texaj^ - 01cut t Sanders.
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Since OctolDer, 19^0, Folk Dance House has served
the follr dance public through its numerous classes, fes
tivals, %''orkshox:s
,
puhlications of hooks a.nd records.
Fnen first established in 19^0, folk dancing as a com-
munity recreation activity did not exist. Tods.y, folk
dance groups meet in many parts of the world, many of
them nurtured by iDeople emanating from Folk Dance
House,
Those who come here range in age from l6 to 80 -
we have a separate teen-age class too - single a,nd mar
ried couples come..»you don't need a partner. .Popple
from all wallcs of life .... .doctors, lawyers, butchers,
bakers, wives, secretaries, executives, students, tea-
chers, cooks, every profession is represented. All
nationalities, all races, all creeds make up our con-
stituents. We study, vjork and play in one common bond
of friendship.
The dances taught range from very easy ones to
the more complicated ones and one session will oove>r
dances from many lands, not Just one country. You may
attend only those classes that stress the easier dan-
ces for recreation; or you may want to delve into the
subject o^uito seriously in one of our workshop ses-
sions. In any case you v/ill receive a "painless" educa
tion in language, customs, foods, songs, costumes,
folklore, all of which are part of our folk dance pro-
gram*
Possibly the first time that you tried to
folk dance you didn't master all of the steps
immediately, or ^ou fprgot t he dances soon
after you left. You'll feel "better ahout this
when you learn that it is a perfectly normal
situation* No one learns to do anything per-
fectly the first time. You couldn*t learn to
play a musical instrument, type, ski or howl
the first time yoii tried it either. It's the
same with folk dancing. You I'llLL learn
eventually, since it is mainly a matter 0--.
of constant repetition, and one thing is
certain: you'll have a thoroughly enjoy-
ahle time learning, even at your very
first lesson.
Actually folk dancing is quite easy.
You^ll find that after ahout six consecutive lessons,
things click and the basic steps and figures you have
learned are found in many dances, and you find yourself
learning more and more rapidly, lifhile we do not "demand
consecutive attendance, xfe heartily recommend it for be
ginners so that you may get a soiond foundation in your
folk dancing.
Since cla,sse3 meet all year round, you may start
at any time. Some people learn repidly, others more
sloi"7ly. ITherefore you may stay in a beginner's class
until you feel tha.t you have learned the dances well,
then you promgte yourself into the next class as sug-
gested. ITote that the class registrar retains the
right to exclude beginners from advanced cls.sses.
You may be surprised to find many advanced danc-
ers at our beginner's classes. This is because they
realize that through continuous practice and repeti-
tion of the same dances they improve their own dancing.
They know it's fun to do a few dances, well, rather
than to meander throiigh a large number of dances in a
sloppy msLhner. Best of all we are fortunate in having
expert' dancers who are imbued with the Tine spirit of
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helping begj.nner3 Bince they remem'ber that they too
were once "beginners. It is this sharing with others
that makes the folk dance sessions at Folk Dance House
such an inspiring experience* Those v/ho don't share
this attitude are discouraged from attendance at class
es.
All classes start promptly at the given hours and
unregistered people are not permitted at classes after
thsy have started in other words, sessions are not
open to '^slummers" who wander in halfir/ay through to
see what's going on. Advanced da-ncers should bring,
friends v/ho are non-dancers to the beginners classes
rather than to an advanced session, so that they may
pf'.rticipate rather than sit and \i»atch, or as sometiffiQS
liappens, get on the floor without liaving any knowledge
6f the activity,
ili#r© ar© very fow rules and rogulatifflia, we ask
only that you have a friendly and cooperative -spirit.
We don't expect an^'-one to do every dance ... .some of us
ha.ve more piiysical energy than others, but v/hen extra
couples or dancers are needed to fill out sets, or
when at tiniGS we have a surplus of either men or women
it is customary to help out. It*s surprising how (juieiC'
ly one's fatigue drops av/ay in helping someone else,
Sinc€5 everyone is so friendly at Polk !Dance Houso
it is customary to ask someone you don't know for a
partner, or to Join yotir set. If you mnt to sit out a
dance because it is beyond your physical ability
please sit by the drapes, so you don't have to tura
dc^m someone when asked. But if you v/ant to dance then
sit anyv«;here but by the curtains I-
Incidently, v/hilo all have a great deal of fuji
and there is the wonderful social q'oality of the dan-
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oes, S'olk Dance House is primarily a school. Those who
•hink it is some Misd of social-'ballrooBn type of
'^friendship" club iirhere one can cas^jElly drop in at
iny time during the evening just for socializing are
-luite vrong in the concept* Therefore the general pub-
lic must not rile up if the class registrar does not
permit entries of unregistered people hsjfway through
i, class, or suggests that newcomers attend heginners
classes before attempting the regular sessions.
f>'y'C.S<^'^ )(?. \ Ji ^' ft i G\-' ^^>c
- ^-^ -
For those of you who are new to folk dancing and
would like to learn '••rith us we suggest that you take
classes in the follovjing order:
Start in the early class on Wednesdays at 6:15 p.m#
if possible, Thi3n promote yourself to the Tuesday class
at 8 p,m. This is a larger and slightly more rapid "be-
ginners class. Or you can take T>oth classes at the
same time to speed up your progr^js. The next step is
the first intermediate class which meets on Saturdays
at 8 p,m, "^'Jhen you feel comfortable in the above ses-
sions, then try the late Ifednesday Intermediate class
at 8:30 p.in» which is more advanced than the Saturday
session, l^^en you feeX that you really know all the
dances taught in the above classes, come and join the
5^iday night sessions which are mostly rapid review
and practice and the place to learn the more challeng-
i-ngf dances. You will earn a card enabling you to at-
tend after you'Y© been through the 8.bove sessions. Be-
ginners usually b@o<sae SO enthusiastic that they want
to jump right into the Mvanoed sessions, A little
more time spent in ^^-jetting the hand of basic steps and
figures will make you a better and Imppier <i8.ncer.
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A special workshop of folk dancers selected from
the classes at IJ'olk Dance House is formed each year.
The dancers thus selected are then trained intensely
in the dances so tha.t they may "be e3C8.mples for the
others; that they may in time take over leadership
responsibilities, and in a sense he the people to rep-
resent Foik Dance House on special occasions.
Dancers are selected for the Workshop on the "ba-
sis primarily of their group spirit, their friendly at-
titude, and their sincere study of the traditional ds^-n-
ces and related suhjects. Dance ability is second©.ry
to these other qualities.
The Workshop is not open to the £:eneral puhlic,
a-nd its meeting time is announced each year when the
group is reformed again.
All other workshops for which separate bulletins
are issued, are open to the general puhlic. The work-
shops thus held are an excellent means to thoroughly '
steep yourself in the dances of just one country. They
are truly special occa.sions and v/e hope you will take
part in at least some of these special events.
Dress cbmfortahly for you will he active. However
men may not v/ear T-shirts, sweat shirts, or sloiopy
dungarees. Slacks v/ith a short-sleeved sport shirt are
appropriate. If you are going to woa.r a nylon transpar-
ent shirt, please vrear an undershirt under it, La.dies
may not wear slacks or pedal pushers, and in the sum-
mer months it is wise to avoid straialess gowns with
extreme bare hacks. Petticoats and pe.ntaloons are in
much hetter taste than skirts that fly way up to re-
veal what holds up your stockings. In the summer time
men may wear Bermuda, shorts provided they wear knee-
length hose v;ith them, Lederhosen are permitted all
year round.
You may want to acquire a folk dance outfit or
costume of some kind to use at festivals, parties or
special events, and for the advanced Friday night
class , *• -• - / i' ':'"' .- .• '• -:
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Dressing rooms are available for changing clothes.
Lovr-heeled shoes are recommended. Sneakers or rub-
ber-soled shoes are a hindrance, but you may vear
them if you prefer. Shoes without heels are not good
for folk dancing. Heedless to say, cleanliness is im-
portant in folk dancing v/here all are physically ac-
tive. A deoderant is a must for both men and women. V7e
try to maintain a supply in the dressing rooms.
One thing identifies the EEAL Folk Dance House
person. He is friendly, he helps nev-comerSo He does
not make cliqu&s. He has good manners; is gracious at
all times. He believes in doing the dances in a tradi-
tional manner and in good style. He believes that res-
pect for the cijilture of other peoples vill help him to
understand them better and that this in turn will make
him and the iforld a better person and place.
He believes that folk dancing is a group activity
and that the gesture of making others happy brings ad-
ditional fun to all. Lastly, he comes with a philoso-
phy that he is glad to be WITH others and not to show
off that he is better than others.
You will undoubtedly hea.r from nBlcontents that
we are "strict** at Folk Dance House. ¥e think that the
majority of folks like our adherence to sta.ndards of
conduct, dress and dcance style, Tlmt is why the people
of Folk Dance House are not only good dancers, but
more important have such a good spirit. For those who
like roiirdy or free-for-all, or "do-as-you-please" ac-
tivities there are other places. Let the rest come and
be joyful in an atmosphere of good work, fun and play
together, and learn also truly traditional dances, as
opposed to the synthetic.
Folk Dance House has an international reptitation
for its friendly- spirit, for its integrity about tradi-
tional dances, songs, etc. and for developing good
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Fiddlers were in great demand at dances many .years ago,
and in a letter saved for over 125 ye^^rs information
is o^btained of a fiddling match in 1836 in a tavern at
the lower end of Wallingford Sand Plain (Conn.) The
match was hetween Artemus Lester of ¥allingford and
Henry Tut tie of Jfeiir Haven. They were rival co-untry
dancing masters and each had sworn to out-fiddle the
d^rher.
It v/as 2 0* clock in the morning v^hen the two fiddlers
were placed side hy side, with just enough room to
draw their "bows. Both had drunk a considerahle amount
of cider flip, a very potent leverage. The tunes were
selected hy the landlord and neither man was allowed
to stop playing for more than five minutes,
^Long "before dayhreak the players were so overcome with
cider and fatigue that they fell asleep in their
chairs "but as the story goes, still fiddling. The aud-
ience retired one "by one, leaving the fiddlers alone.
^1
Next morning at 10 o'clock the Wallingford cliampion
was foimd quietly slijinbering on the floor with his
fiddle for a pillow, while the ]^.ir Havener was still
sawing off the Virginia Reel and shouting in his sleep,
"Sasha.y out and form a line an' balance right an' left"
(Item from the "Hew Haven Register" 3/l0/57" thanks to
Mrs Carrie Stahl, Derby, Conn,).
*****
Thanks to Randall Doughty of Jitchburg, Mass, the foll-
owing exerpt from E, Ernest Gann's book "Twilight For
the Gods" was brought to our attention.
The story is about the final cruise of an old broken-
dcswxL barkentine, Xn the Pacific Ocean, and to show his
kno^'ledg© of things nautical the author injects this
bit on iMfS^ 63:
"'This here dance was performed "by sailing men before
anybody on this ship v.ras born except me. I (^one it my-
self when I v.^as Sweeney's age.'
This was a lie but Old Brown considered he might as.
well make the claim. He learned the directions from a
British seaman T^rhen he ^vas in a nitrate ship, and the
seaman learned it frcan his grandfather who vje-s in the
LiaHTiniG-. It was that old. As he he^n to re-
cite he smiled upon the air space betvreen his arms,
and executed the first steps of a (quadrille.
'Heave ahead and pass your adversary yarda.rm to j^rd-
arm.. ,, regain your berth on the other tack in the same
order. ..take your station in line with your pp.rtner...
back and fill.. face on your heel and bring up wi' your
pardner'
.
Old Brown quickly reversed his position held his
fingers delica,tely from his side as if clutching a
vfido skirt. He bovred at the audience demurely and be-
gan to move aga.in with mincing steps,
'How she maneuvers ahead and heaves all aback.. Once
more he reversed his pattern and svrung gaily around.
He held one hand high above his shoulder with the tips
of his fingers touching-
'You then malre sail in company until stern on with the
other line..,,make a stern bos.rd and cast her off to
shift for herself ,* regain your berth by the best means
possible, .anid let go your anchor.
^,.. .Now v/hat the hell do ye think of that?^'
/ • *****
\ --— > /
OLD TBI3 HOLIDAY
Sturbridge, l-fess. Thanksgiving as it vra,s celebrated
in Nev; !3ngland iramedia.tely following the Revolution
>7as observed again this year in the rural setting of
Old Sturbridge Village, the re-created Yankee country
town of 150 years ago.,
Waitresses costumed in reproductions of dresses of the
early 1800 "s served the traditional repast in the Tav-
ern- on-the-Oreen* To the last sprig of sage in the tur-
key dressing the dinner was prepared as it might have
been in I789 when George Washington issued the first
National Thanksgiving Proclamation.
Special Thanfegiving activities at the Village inclu-
ded a d.emonstration shoot of early ITev/ j^^ngland muzzle
loading muskets; wagon or sleigh rides; the cooking of
a traditional holiday meal at an open fireplace, and a
Vesper Service in the Village Meeting House in the
late afternoon.
"SqUARE YOUR SETS"
A Magazine for the Sq_-uare and Folk IDancer. $1.50 a
year
Ray Olson, Editor, 3302 15th St "A" Moline, 111.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXZSXXXXXXXXX23C0:KXZXXXXXXXXXXX^^
And from the pages of the Keene (U.H. ) f^^, .^^ff:SSiy^
Evening Sentinel, DecemTDer 30, I89I, 4:,^*i^^'''^^:'''^'^'^0S^
comes this acco-unt of a "kitchen ( 't^:i^%'^'\, ^""'4,






MILES DAVIS OPENS HIS HOUSE AND
RECEIVES A LARGE PARTY OP ERIENDS "
Miles Davis is a "bachelor and a farmer living on the
North End of Beech Hill, on what is known as the Jaco"b
Green place. He is the soul of hospitality and enjoys
having his friends visit him and seeing them have a
good time. His residence is an old fashioned, roomy,
farm house capable of accomodating scores of people.
Last night Mr Davis invited a large party of friends
to visit him. They accepted the invitation and, in
spite of the rain and the wind, turned out in force to
keep their engagement. Prom lieene ahout sixty ladies
and gentleiiien went in the Experiment and other large
teams, starting shortly after seven. Besides this par-
ty from the city, neighbors and acq_uaintances dropped
in until there were fully seventy-five present.
The house was brilliantly lighted from garret to cel-
lar, fires burned brightly in the large fire-places,
the big dance hall in the second story vjas in prime
condition and the guests themselves were right on
earth. Pour pieces from Beedle^s orchestra discoursed
lively vjaltzes, schottisches, quadrilles and contras
for the dancers. Card players amused themselves v;ith
the i^steboards. It was rainy and black and blustering
vrithout, but sunny and hilarious within.
Supper be^n at eleven o'clock. We say "began" because
the tables were set tv/ice. There were salads and cold
meats and pies and cakes and coffee and apples and ci-
der on draught. It was a royal feast and the guests
v/ill not forget their entertainment by the Delmonico
of Beech Hill*
You who went are v;ell aware that you had one of the
best times of the year, and you who did not go may
judge of the fun the others had "by reflecting upon the
fact that the first load returned to the city at 2:30
this morning and the last at 6 o* clock.
Aocbunts of smaller and more typical junkets are Found
in the "County News" and "City Affairs" column, like
the following: "A dancing party was given "by Harry
Dole to his friends, at his home on Court Street last
evening. Twelve couples of young people attended and
had a jolly time until a late hour. The large parlors
provided ample opporttmiity for do^ncing and the music
was "by Beedle*s orchestra^ four pieces.
3Mc4(:((«
And a typical IJew Year»s Ball is ibhis one for January
1, 1892 issue of the Sentinel:
MSKS MJD MCES - BHILLIANT SCSNE AT THE "OURS"
MASQIIHRA2E LAST JIIGHT - UlilCIITG THE OLD YSAR OUT
AKD THE imf YE&S IN.
The Old Year T/>jas ushered out and the New Year welcomed
with sounds of revelry last night at the armory. Thir-
ty couples went in disguise and the seats in the gal-
lery and on the floor were filled with spectators. The
"bs^ll represented a brilliant scene under the elec-
tric lights during the grand march and dances*
A large niimber of nevr and elegant costumes were wom»
There was not so much originality attempted or so many
freaks of fancy displayed as has sometimes been the
case in balls of this cliaracter, but in richness and
beauty of dress it has never been surpassed in Keene.
^5
The immasked in the gallery looked down upon the mask-
ed on the floor. They knew them all in spite of the
disguises; knew them all the minute they came through
the door. It is marvellous the numl)er of peculia.rities
a masquerader has. His cousin knows him by his feet;
his neighbor a.cross the way recognizes his vTalk; an
old school friend remembers the vjay he carries his
hahds* Spectators at a masked ball are the most enthu-
siastic and successful detectives the world has ever
seen,
•It may have been cold outdoors. Inside a costume and
behind a ma.sk it was suffocatingly vjarm. The order for
unmasking came gratefully to most of the participants.
It was given at the end of number seven, a quadrille
f ollovred by a circle and grand right and left around
the hall. In this way the dancers revealed themselves
wherever fate hap|)ened to permit, perhaps to a friend,
perhaps to an entire stranger. There was no lack of
surprise and astonishment. The lively girl in black
^/jas not the one he thought it was. The prince whose
hand she squeezed v/as somebody else.
In the midst of the dance the Hew Year came in. The
congratulations of the season were exchanged a.nd a mul-
titude of appropriate resolutions set loose.
The concert begs-n about half past eight o'clock.
Beedle's orchestra furnished music for this as well as
for the dancing, and their efforts met with the enthu-
siastic approval of the audience. Here is the concert
prograiimie : -:
March - "Puritan"- ,-—-^.
Overture - "Poet and Peasant" / '^ ."^. V
Song for Cornet - "Hon E Ver" 'v '^L^' '.^




Medley - "Jolly Minstrels" '\/
Clarinet solo - "Luisa Di Montfort"
(Mrs H.L. Dickinson)
Southern Pastimes - "On the Plantation"
Not far from half ^st nine the grand march began, led
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5f§Jter R. Porter «nid Miss Annie S,M. Hubbard, Mr
^^ff^m Bl^lis and Mis<s iviaud M« Quilty, The marclr. ended
in th^ §i^iXian Circle and was succeeded by the fiollow-
ing :^-
^'" PROGRAMtiE 05" MHCBS
l%l,t% ^ "Andalusia"
Qua.di^Ile, lanciei^ - '"TJenox"
Sc|LQj^sche - "Pour idttle Chirl^' Headed Coons"





Port^id JUncy - *Off EaBd"
Qmc^lle, Wait!?! - "In Rapture Sweet"
Sehofl^Bche - ""Wink the Other Tlye" (^^,- >'-- J
leno^ps, Doul?le - »»SvOunds JYcsa the fiuds on**/V^'^-t
Polfe^- "ferjorle" '^^ -
%iadi^.e - "Golden Giant" \:'.^:^\
lalt2:^«M©llt3«






Yirginia H^L« Gi^aia©, ices, cake and coffee v/ere ser-
ved by Let: ,y-er.
refreshments i«iias taken after the
The floor ^^p.^i2Qnt '^ns under the direction of Mr Ben.
S, Ctegood, ^^^ orli^inator of the "Ours" series, ian^
the one tct<i^^ the success of this mp.squerade was,.due.
Tes, the "Ga^Mnetid's" vra,s a gay era in oior dancechis-
t.ory alrighit^^^ Just -a"; thoui^ht in passing; wonder.-.how
many of otir -^^jdern-day square ds.nee orchestras could
handle the 'a/fc^ie concert progiremime? And how many could
do justice t^s^pie muai'c listed for the dance progrgtin?
The caller mi^
sure would ^
not -lose the floor, hut the musicians ^^





When you typed np yovt article
Relating to church suppers,
•Tween paragraphs you left much space
From lowers to the uppers.
So le"t*s fill in those spaces white
With things that you omitted;
Things sacred to that wholesome meal,
Purled tight - securely knitted.
You dassent nihlDle on a hun.
But sit with frigid face,
While ivaiting for the parson grave
To rise, cough, then offer Grace.
The ceilings low - the air fogs up,
The food comes on a-smoking,
But windows all remain sealed up
¥hile people sit there choking.
You throat gets dry - you raise a thirst, I, '^""'•^>
You crave a glass of water, *'.
But the girl you ask to hring it in
Glares, like you hadn't oughter.
You finish seconds on the food,
Then with your neighbor talk;
Presto - you gravied plate is gone.
But not your gooed up fork.
Those cuts of pie are generous,
Yoiir plate was took "by Mahle,
So slip the saLicer from the cup
Or eat it from the tahle.
Some times the pie don't turn out good,
You force it down with lahor;
Praise it - for she who cooked it up
May "be your left hand neighlDor.
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When filled
» you stagger through the door
Blaspheming sone one's da.ughter,
And hustle home in douhle time
To get that glass of water.
BUT
Good suppers, and traditional.
At you I»ve poked some fun;
Yet count on me to head the line,
Won't miss a single one.
TOU»YS SAID IT - crochety old wcanan - "blacker »n the
ace of spades - thin as a rail - no more use for than
water in hus "boot - looking for salt pork and sun-
shine - darker than a wolf's mouth - hlacker than a
stack of black cats - -vrish I was in hell with my "back
"brol^ - d8.rk as a pocket - fixing for a spell of sick-
ness - feeling hluer*n a whetstone - enjoying poer
health - no bigger' s a pint of cider - knee high to a
grasshopper - feeling peaked - talk the handle off a
pump - talk the ear off an iron dog - poor back that
can't press its o^m shirt - stands out like a black-
berry in a pan of milk - he's the whole team and the
little dog under the vjagon - higher than a kite - run





irm iiAMPSHiss CMT notsbooe:
200 squsTes, contras, folk
d8,nces. $2.10 T)ostpaid
CALIFORNU CAr-iP SYLL/xBUS
for 1957. $3.00 postjjaid





1. What was the name of the "bride?-
2. The groom's name?
3. Hov/ did their ancestors get here?
4. How did the groom know that the hride wonld marry
him?
5. What hoiTT was the wedding?
6. It Vv^as so punct-ual it was on vrhat?
?• What little flov;er girl came from -ander the hills?
8. What high dignitary married them?
9, Who assisted him?
10. Name one dark-eyed iDridesmaid.
11, jMame one precise hridesmaid.
12, What sealed the marriage contract?
13
.
Who gave the "bride awa.y?
Vl-, What v;as the name of her restless little "brother?
15, Wliat did the groom think his l^ride was?
16 • What color vrere the dresses in the "brides trousseau?
1?, I'fhat flower did the groom renounce?
18, With what did friends sign the guest hook?
19, What did the bride say to her friends as she drove
aws.y?
20, What lighted the sky as the "bride and groom drove
that night?
21, iraf__enduring vts.s their love? C^\ .-''"-.
1^^ ^V
I'"-::
"^^-Q-IJLQK^"' iz 'meqeiTjr^es jo a-e^s QZ •ao^-9^-Q-9^-tOi£ *6T
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WE VIE ED '^rlc ^^^^
^m iiAvs PTjBLiSHiaD 60 ISSUES ;
'^<f:^-'K l^l
OF KORTHimiJ JUMET. WE'VE \ 'liv ^ /^"^'^
m AMPLE SUPPLY 0? MOST OF \ S7"'''#Cf ^
THE BACK I3SUTS OH HAND. IN D ^-^.'''i^ 1
IIACT ¥S HAYS TOO MAJIYI E(H / •-) "^^^^-^^ ,J:C^.
A LIMITED TH-CE OlILY ¥1 ARE l-r""' X^''^' ^" -"-2^'
OFFSRIMJ "mm AT 15^ A COPY \v \7\ ,'^)Cf n '
7 FOR A DOLLAE. THIS OFFER ^V--^u)?^\ J'^ V
WILL ¥0T BE R^PlATEDilJ .v'^-^M^^^
c/-''
':"'' -' ^'^^ T H E T tf H CRIER
\
(>'
J '.? }y' 2 DIED: Octol)er 3rd in Portland, Ore-
^ ",>--/ ''i<.\ "/ / gon, Jack O'Donnell*
^;
\/" DIED: llovember 10th, in Mxmsonville,
1,H. my mother, La.Tira E. Page, at 90
years of age.
Hargail Music Press wishes to a,nnounce the opening of
a new and larger sho^ATOom and sales office at 14? 57th
Street, H.Y« opposite the Little Carnegie Theatre, One
flight up, room 2k, You are welcome to just come in
and look around and hs^ve some coffee. They carry a com
plete line of music and recorders including a new,
fine contra'bass which easily plays two octaves, lutes,
Sperrhake Spinets and Harpsichords, guitars, Miriam
drums from Israel; Baroque flutes, rehecs, shawms,
viols and Israeli challis will be stocked shortly.
•Write at once to "The Swiss Colony'^ Pastry & Gourmet
Shop, Monroe, Wisconsin, and ask for their latest cat-
alog "Gifts Of Perfect Taste", If you are a cheese or
chocolate lover, don't fail to do this.
And speaking about catalogs, by all means v/rite to
Candle Decorations, Family Weekly, 179 N, Michigan Ave,
Chicago 1, 111, for a free booklet showing how to make
interesting Christmas candles.
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Al Draper, Syracuse, IsI.Y. is now an Assistant Profes-
sor at Ponn State* Se reports that State College is
strictly a college town but that there's lots- of
square dancing. It was Al who organized square and oth-
er folk dancing at Syracuse University in 19^8, as one
of the activities of the Outing Clu"b, For the follow-
ing nine years he v;a.s Central New York's most active
professional caller.
The Community Folk Dancers of Hartford, Conn, meet ev-
ery I'/ednesday night, 8 p.m. at 36 Jefferson St. Hart-
ford. Bo"b Sacks leads the group the first Wednesday of
each month and Stuart Hamilton each third Wednesday.
The group specializes in international folk dances and
contra da.nces. All arc welcome to attend.
Send .50^^ to the Dennis on Company, Framingham, Mass,
for thdtr ne^;;est book "PAPM ARTS AND CRAFTS FOR TMCS
MS AND GROUP ES^DSRS.
Write to O'Byrne DeWitt music company, 51 Warren St.
Boston, Mass., and request their latest ca^jralog of
Irish and Scottish records on their own Copley label.
Many of them on IP records*
Congratulations to "B0.f & SWING" Florida squa.re dance
pu^blication on its recent change in make-up. If inter-
ested, write to P.O. Box 891f Kissimmee, Florida for a
sample copy.
At a meeting of the delegates from 32 square and tound
dance clubs on October 27th, the formation of a federa-
tion of clubs v.'as approved. By-Lavrs v/ere then adopted
and officers elected. The organization will be known
as EDSARai. John P. Kobrock is its first president.
If you are a lover of kolos then why don't you write
to John Filcich, 325? East l4th St, Oakland 1, Califor-
nia for a copy of his publication "KOLO LINES".
The Country Dance Society of Boston announce a PRE-
NB7 YmR'S. EVE P4RTY, American Dancing for Ilveryone,
C.D.S, Benefit, Thursday, December 26, 8-11 p.m. at
the Union Boat Club, l4^ Chestnut St. Boston, Guest
callers: Priscilla Darling, Charley Brown and Hervey
Gardner. CCMH & BRING YOUR FRIENDS. Live music,
A most colorful party was held recently by Mr & Mrs E.
P. Little in their home in West Nev;ton, Mass, Occasion
being in honor of Miss Jean Milligan, co-foimder of
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the Royal Scottish Co-ontry Dance Society, who has "been
visiting in this country since early Octoher, John Mit
chell, Will MacKay and Gary HolDertson were the pipers.
From "ITCEFOM: COUlTT^d BULLETIIT, SCHOOL HBtTS. Is glfeaaod
the following information of a former YWCA sq-uare dan-
cer. "During the 1957 -AAU Senior weight lifting champ-
ionships held at Daytona Beach, Florida, Dave Ashman,
v;on the heavyweight championship. Competing in the
Super Heavj'weight Class were four powerful giants, hut
Dave, a comparative unkiiown, was unquestionably the
star of the show, Dave- stands over six feet tall &
weighs ah out 250. He is ?A years old and already is
ahle to hold his , own with the world* s "best. Ashman is
considered to "be logical* succeaeor to tho great weight
lifting champion, Paul Anderson. His ultimate goal is
the Olympics", The article concludes with the state -
ment tliat "Ashman could well scare the wits out of the
Russians' vieight lifters". And knowing him well, we*d
like to go on record as saying that we believe he will
do just that.
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HAROLDS CtSACS NSWI^iAir Dutch D&nces -rders
RA.LPH PAGE * Contras
CONKY & IviAREIAHlCB TAYIOR Interaatioiml Folk Bancea
ALA PAGE -.—-.—— Registrar
BIQK GAST^^-^ Gaines -*-: Dances
Write for folder to Mrs Ada Page, Registrar
132 Pearl St
Eeene, rl»!i«
